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The Political Polarization of Corporate America
Based on BFI Working Paper 2022-77, “The Political Polarization of Corporate America,” by Vyacheslav Fos, Boston College; Elisabeth
Kempf, Chicago Booth; and Margarita Tsoutsoura, Cornell University

Executive teams in US firms are becoming increasingly partisan, with evidence
suggesting that such affiliation could be value-destroying for shareholders.
A growing literature documents a large increase in
polarization across political parties in the US, meaning
that your affiliation with a political party is now a more
significant predictor of your fundamental political
values than any other social or demographic divide. This
polarization has extended to social groups, including
family, friends, and neighborhoods, and raises important
questions about the workplace. How, for example, has
political polarization changed in the workplace over
time, and does it affect firm value?

polarization among members of executive teams by
reviewing SEC disclosures, which allow them to link
executives to voter registration records and obtain
party affiliations. Recent research reveals how political
partisanship shapes the perception of the economy and
economic decisions not only by households, but also
by economically sophisticated agents in high-stakes
environments. The authors combine data from the SEC
with voter registration records to find the following:
•

Executive teams became more partisan between
2008 and 2020, with partisanship defined as the
degree to which a single party dominates political
views within the same executive team.

•

Specifically, the authors measure the partisanship
of executive teams as the probability that two
randomly drawn executives from the same team are
affiliated with the same political party. Based on this
measure, they find a 7.7-percentage-point increase
in the average partisanship of executive teams.

•

The rise in partisanship is explained by both an
increasing share of Republican executives and, to a
larger degree, by increased matching of executives
with politically like-minded individuals.

•

Finally, by studying stock price reactions to
executive departures, the authors show that
departures of executives who are misaligned with
the political views of the team’s majority are more

To this point, little is known about the effect of political
polarization in the workplace, especially regarding
firm value. To fill this gap, the authors study political
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costly for shareholders than departures of politically
aligned executives. Hence, some aspects of the
rising polarization among US executives have
negative consequences for firms’ shareholders.
The authors acknowledge that important questions remain
regarding the underlying mechanisms between political
polarization and reduced firm value. How, for example, does
the political diversity of the executive team affect corporate
decisions, such as hiring, investment, and financing policies,
as well as corporate innovation decisions? How does the
rising political polarization of executives influence other
stakeholders, including debt holders, employees, and local
communities? Is political assortative matching among
executives special among firm employees? And, to what
extent are partisan executives motivated directly by
political preferences (i.e., wanting to live and work around
like-minded individuals) or indirectly (e.g., by selecting on
characteristics of the company, its workforce, or its location
that are correlated with partisanship)?
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